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Morpho-illogical
Anna Piaggi Fashion-ology, Installation photo



Tippoo’s Tiger
Musical automaton, carved and painted wood, with metal fittings.
Mysore
1790’s

The life-sized automaton of carved and painted wood represents a tiger devouring
a prostate European in 1790s dress. A crank handle operates two mechanisms to
move the man’s joint arm and simulate roars and groans. A flap in the animal’s
flank conceals an organ keyboard, stops and pipework. The casing suggests South
Indian workmanship, while the works are of European origin. Musical toys were
popular in contemporary Europe and many indians rulers also collected them.
The model belonged to Tipu Sultan, “the Tiger of Mysore”, and inveterate enemy
of the British, who knew him as Tippoo Sahib. It came into the possenssion of the
East India Company following his death in 1799 at the battle of Seringapatam.  

Tig(-ht)er = Tiger



Container in the form of a sacred bird
Gold, set with stones
Burma
19th century

IS 246 & A-1964
Presented by the Government of the Union of Burma in generous recognition of the
Victoria & Albert Museum’s safekeeping of the Mandalay Regalia (1886 – 1964) 

Chic + K + (-P)en = Chicken



Evening Coat
Velvet with silk embroidery and applied felt flowers
Probably Paris 
About 1900

Dramatic stems of hemlock cover this elegant evening coat. It was probably 
made in one of the Paris couture salons and features a modish high collar and
sweeping skirts. The embroidery technique and the design reflects Arts and Crafts
influences, showing how couturiers adapted styles from current art movements.
Given by Mrs A. Poliakoff

Hem + (-C)lock = Hemlock



Screen panel
Tapestry woven silk (kesi) with phoenixes among rocks and flowers.
About 1600, Ming dynasty

A wooden frame on legs would have supported this panel. It might have stood
across an entrance way or behind a seating area in a room for receiving guests. 

P(-ear) + (-S)hoe +N+ (-S)ix = Phoenix



Lion and young with ball
Ivory

Traditional Japanese costume had no pockets, so everyday objects such as seals,
tobacco and medicine were carried in pouches or boxes. These were hung from 
a cord which passed behind the wide belt (obi). The netsuke was tied to the 
other end to prevent it from slipping down and allowing the box or pouch to fall.
Netsuke were often worn with the miniature medicine containers called inro.
Most of the netsuke shown here date from between 1700 and 1870)
Tyson gift

Dandy +L+ I(-r)on = Dandelion



Vase
Porcelain vase with underglaze blue painted decoration
1800 – 1850, Choson Dynasty

This royal dragon vase was used in court ceremonies in Korea around 1800. Two
identical dragons are painted chasing each other round the body of the vase.      

Dr(-um) + (-B)ag + On(-e) = Dragon



For Barthes, words and objects have in common the organised capacity to
say something; at the same time, since they are signs, words and objects
have the bad faith always to appear natural to their consumer, as if what
they say is eternal, true, necessary, instead of arbitrary, made, contingent.

— Edward Said

Collage Reportage coincides with the exhibition Anna Piaggi Fashion-
ology. The exhibition is both a survey of and highlights from Anna
Piaggi’s extraordinary personal archive, which spans the length and
breadth of her working life. She appears as both fashion reporter and
muse, and her descriptions of dress, their reinterpretation through
styling and redescription through word association are central to the
exhibition. 

The penultimate section of the exhibition, Morpho-illogical, is a
tableau. Huge black and white paper cut-outs create an imaginary habi-
tat for a selection of objects linked by their relationship to flora and
fauna. They build an idea (in paper and wood) of what Anna Piaggi’s
attitude to her collection might be. Stories and themes connect disparate
objects visually. The words that link the objects become the installation,
and the huge cut-outs are conceived as rebuses, using in turn other
images that could themselves be redescribed, and so on. It is the free-
association in words that typifies Piaggi’s work.

The tableau is designed by Richard Gray, the British illustrator
who first collaborated with Piaggi in 1988 – the year her famous Doppie
Pagine for Italian Vogue were invented. Each month she presents two
Double Page spreads, designed by creative director Luca Stoppini,
which draw our attention to something about the recent catwalk collec-
tions: a colour, a moment in history, a shape. Images and words are clever-
ly juxtaposed to create a chorus of consensus. It is Richard Gray to whom
she has on occasion turned to add touches of fantasy; he adds Anglo-
Saxon humour – so dear to Anna Piaggi – to the slick Italian layout.

In Morpho-illogical Gray cleverly draws attention to those ele-
ments that are so important to Piaggi’s pages for Vogue: collage, naming
trends and the idea of algebra, the neat equations that from two gar-
ments create a fashion. The process is a confidence game, analogous to
that with which museum captions assure us of the cultural significance
of objects. Both lay claim to their objects as symbols of a civilisation.

Collage Reportage is again the work of Richard Gray. This time his
rebuses are inspired by the V&A’s main collection. This new exhibition
(on for one night only) is made up of six objects selected by Gray from
a variety of Museum departments. The objects remain in their original
cabinets, and standing next to the cabinets are Gray’s life-size collages.
The question posed is what would it be to redescribe the collection
though his eyes: what happens when a fashion illustrator looks at a
Parisian evening coat, a 19th-century carved bird from Burma, or the
V&A’s iconic Tippoo’s Tiger, an 18th-century musical automaton from
Mysore. Each collage anthropomorphises the object and nods to ideas
about dress: Tiger becomes Tighter without the H and the second T; the
evening coat, of course already wearable, is still translatable, its decora-
tion (embroidered hemlock) reminding us of more hems, and so on.

The objects are important in their own right, part of an illustrious
collection, and are also important, as Richard Gray suggests, because
they remind us of other things. They invite us to free-associate. If curat-
ing is about, at least in part, the recontextualising of objects, Gray’s proj-
ect places these new descriptions next to those which the institution has
provided for the visitor, the visitor who is expected every day. For one
night only, the installation juxtaposes the two.

Second-guessing is what museums have to do for their visitors. The
museum has always already second-guessed the visitor’s IQ, economic
status and breadth of interest. For the Collage Reportage Friday Late we
have more specific information about the museum visitor – the visitor is,
like Gray we imagine, interested in fashion. Drawing on this, Gray sug-
gests how inspiration might work, how archives might be used, how
forms are finite and meanings infinite. 

The cut-outs as visual descriptions raise questions about the nature
of captions, which are at the heart of the museological project. They con-
centrate our attention, tell us what to look at and make sure we do not
stray. Roland Barthes suggested in a 1967 interview published in Le
Monde why ‘photos in newspapers are always captioned: to reduce the
risk engendered by a multiplicity of meanings’. 

Richard Gray redescribes what we can, in a sense, already see – he
translates decoration into more decoration. Here superficiality in a very
contemporary way is the point, not the problem; it is where the sophis-
tication of fashion shows through.

Judith Clark
Curator, Anna Piaggi Fashion-ology

Richard Gray
In association with 
Anna Piaggi Fashion-ology
2 February – 23 April 2006

Richard Gray is represented by 
Art Department Illustration Division
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420 West 24th Street, 1F
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